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Flights will be in and out of Mexico City,
Mexico 
$1,450 per person 
Cost includes room (dbl opp), board,
instruction & cultural heritage site fees.  
Please note: cost does not include airfare 
Departing October 22, 2018  
Returning November 2, 2018  
Program is conducted entirely in 
Spanish. All levels of Spanish 
proficiency are welcome to participate. 
Previous knowledge of Spanish 
language is not necessary, but helpful. 
Below are some resources to help with
language acquisition: 
-DuoLingo Free App (iPhone & Android)  
-Rosetta Stone

TRIP 
HIGHLIGHTS:

IMMERSION
WITH BISHOP KAREN OLIVETO

SPANISH LANGUAGE, 
THEOLOGY, CULTURE 

& SOCIAL JUSTICE 

Contact Youngsook Kang with any 

questions at youngsook@rmcumc.com



Daily intensive Spanish language 

instruction from 9 a.m. to noon 

Mexican cultural activities 

School visits 

Class on multiculturalism 

Theological and Social justice programming,

including liberation theology, gender roles &

LGBTQ issues 

Homestay with a local Mexican 

family  

Visit to the archaeological site at 

Xochicalco 

Celebration of Dia de los Muertos 

Gain a better understanding and knowledge of

the Spanish Language. 

Gain a clearer understanding of the complex

cultural issues of Mexico. 

Be challenged and empowered to experience

the world from the perspective of the

marginalized and return home inspired to

become active agents in promoting God’s 

Beloved Community through solidarity with the

poor engaged in this struggle. 

PARTICIPANTS WILL: 

JOIN US FOR A COMPLETE 
CULTURAL IMMERSION IN 
CUERNAVACA, MEXICO.

TRIP HIGHLIGHTS:

The trip is hosted through CETLALIC located in

Cuernavaca, Mexico. CETLALIC’s Spanish

language immersion program is accredited

by the Ministry of Public Education (State of

Morelos, Mexico). 

CETLALIC is a small community of teachers,

students and activists. Their goal is to promote

dialogue between Mexico and people of

other cultures. In order to reach that goal they

make sure they are able to attend to the needs

of every participant. 

Visit their website for more information. 

http://www.cetlalic.org.mx 

CETLALIC 
Calle del Artista #110, Col. La Pradera. 

Tel: +52777-317-0850 

+52-777-313-6247 

Martha Mata 

+521-777-389-2528 

CEntro TLAhuica de Lenguas e Intercambio

Cultural 


